
Words, Numbers, Images
Session 2



Etiquette

📷 Cameras on — show your face 

🔇 Mute yourself when not talking 

 Drop your questions in the chat + “raise” your hand during questions 
time 

📩 Don’t give up: Something isn’t clear? Get in touch.

❤ Be nice!



Home Work: Build a Simple App
1. Generate code with ChatGPT. You can begin by asking it 

something like: “Generate an html snippet for an app that 
does….”

2. ChatGPT might give you two (or more) pieces of code for 
different files. If it does, ask it to provide a single snippet of 
code. 

3. To test your code, go the HTML / JavaScript Tester. 

4. Click on “Show your output” at the top of the screen.  
See and test your result in the lower right corner. 

5. Does it work? Want to make it even better? Go back to 
ChatGPT and instruct it on any changes you’d like.

6. Repeat until you’re happy with your app.

7. Once you’re done, post your code on the Slack 
#show-your-work channel. 

1⃣ Paste your code

2⃣ Click here

https://cs.iupui.edu/~ajharris/webprog/jsTester.html
https://join.slack.com/t/hypefree/shared_invite/zt-1ui7cm26q-JU9KhXmOXPEooJFKu60ezA
https://hypefree.slack.com/archives/C02LXQG1CVD


Nice work!



Course Portal

Log in with your email at https://in.hypefree.com 



What we’ll do?

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words, numbers, and images

♻ Session 3: Reinforcement & Support

📚 Session 4: Broader implications for industries and careers

🛠 Session 5: Advanced skills, specialized tools, and automations 

♻ Session 6: Reinforcement & Support



Understanding Tokens

- Token: A unit of text that the model reads and 
generates.

- Can be as short as one character, or as long as 
one word. For example, in the sentence "ChatGPT 
is great!", there are four tokens: "ChatGPT", "is", 
"great", and "!".

- Tokens are also the units by which the model 
learns during training: it learns to predict the next 
token in a sequence given the previous tokens.

- GPT 3.5 token limit: 2048; GPT-4: 8192 (or 
32,768)

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


Understanding prompts 



👋 Questions so far?



Working with Words



Analyzing Text



Reviewing a Contract



Blood Test 
Just for fun! Not medical advice!

https://www.extracttable.com/pro.html


Browsing the Web



ChatGPT Plugins 



Using BabyAGI “agents”

https://app.cognosys.ai/


👋 Questions so far?



Group Activity — 7 minutes:

Introduce yourself and then use 
ChatGPT together to… convince 
me to buy this pen. 

Use whatever you know about 
me, feel free to make 
assumptions, ask ChatGPT for 
help.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA-lLam5G4w


Group Activity — 7 minutes:

Introduce yourself and then use 
ChatGPT together to… convince 
me to buy this pen. 

Use whatever you know about 
me, feel free to make 
assumptions, ask ChatGPT for 
help.



Working with Numbers



Financial Analysis

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nB0ygRPpDKKcw2o_68Q_4hMUZT6n8m7Q1wLmwPnvd7s/edit#gid=1541083815


Looking at Tesla’s Financials

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1318605/000095017022012936/tsla-20220630.htm


Market Research



Coding in Excel / G Sheets

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LC2mA2stJOQyTdnAJDbM7602-ipPf16Ups-A5G1Oqo8/edit#gid=0


Getting basic tax ideas
(not tax advice!)



👋 Questions so far?



Using the OpenAI API

https://platform.openai.com/overview


What is an API?



What can it do? (a lot)

https://platform.openai.com/examples


Try it with the API playground

https://platform.openai.com/playground/p/


Please review and experiment!



Homework: Create a Zapier Account



Create a Pixar Character
(and learn from a Tweet!)

https://twitter.com/venturetwins/status/1662931945486180354?s=51&t=0Stip86PlwsH0O0SthSEOA


Next week:

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words, numbers, and images

♻ Session 3: Reinforcement & Support

📚 Session 4: Broader implications for industries and careers

🛠 Session 5: Advanced skills, specialized tools, and automations 

♻ Session 6: Reinforcement & Support



Thank you!


